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Figure B.1: Hydrograph and drawdown of well GSC3AL-60
Figure B.2: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M04U-82
Figure B.3: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M06L-82
Figure B.4: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M07U-82
Figure B.5: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M09L-82
Figure B.6: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M10U-82
Figure B.7: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M11L-84
Figure B.8: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M12UL-84
Figure B.9: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M13UL-84
Figure B.10: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M17U-84
Figure B.11: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M18UL-84
Figure B.12: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M19UL-84
Figure B.13: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M20U-84
Figure B.14: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M21UL-86
Figure B.15: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M22UL-88
Figure B.16: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M23UL-88
Figure B.17: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M28UL-88
Figure B.18: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M30UL-88
Figure B.19: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M34U-92
Figure B.20: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M37U-93
Figure B.21: Hydrograph and drawdown of well R3UL-88
Figure B.22: Hydrograph and drawdown of well R6UL-88
Figure B.23: Hydrograph and drawdown of well R7U-90
Figure B.24: Hydrograph and drawdown of well TW1L-65
Figure B.25: Hydrograph and drawdown of well WSA ESTEVAN
Figure B.26: Hydrograph and drawdown of well WSA OUTRAM
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Figure B.29: Hydrograph and drawdown of well M36R-92
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